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H appy November!  We have enjoyed our busy month here at Centennial.  Students have 
shown what they have learned in the first quarter through daily demonstrations of 

learning and our unit assessments.  Centennial students worked hard on these and teachers are 
using the data from the assessments to plan future instruction.  From these assessments we know 
as a school we need to continue to work on reading comprehension, writing across all areas, and 
explaining how we find our math answers. 

One highlight of October was our parent conferences.   We had record high attendance at 
our October Parent Conferences.  We appreciate your attendance and enjoyed meeting with you 
about your child’s progress.  Each parent was provided specific data on their student’s progress in 
reading, writing, and math.  In addition, parents were informed of grade level expectations and what 
success looks like in each specific grade.  The focus on grade level standards and mastering grade 
level standards is helping us push and challenge each individual learner.  Teachers and staff worked 
hard to ensure conferences were meaningful.  Working together we will ensure that our Centennial 
Panthers are successful and college ready! 

Another exciting event at Centennial was our first quarter awards assembly which supports 
our core belief that our main purpose is to improve student academic achievement.  This assembly 
honored students for making academic growth in reading, writing, and math.  In addition, reading 
achievement, math achievement, and writing achievement awards were presented.  Finally, perfect 
attendance awards were handed out and I am proud to say that 131 Centennial Panthers had perfect 
attendance the first quarter.  This means these students did not miss a minute of instruction.  Many 
times we see award recipients of perfect attendance are the same recipients of achievement 
awards as students always do better academically when they come to school every day.  Thank you 
for your continued support and for ensuring our students are here to learn each and every day. 

We look forward to our Thanksgiving Feast on November 16th.  A separate handout will be 
sent home next week with the details, but we wanted to ensure you know the date to save so that you 
can join us.  Thank you for your ongoing support.  Our outstanding students, families, staff, and com-
munity members are the reason we are a school of Urban Excellence!  We are thankful to be part of 
our Centennial Community! 

 
Achievement
NOW, 
 
Mrs. Noyes  Mr. Lane 
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It is hard to believe that it is already November. We have enjoyed working with and 
getting to know your children.  We hope that you see all the growth in Reading, 
Writing and Math that we do each day.  We had a lot of fun on our field trip to the 
pumpkin patch!  It was a great experience for everyone and we hope that your family 
enjoyed their pumpkins.  We also enjoyed meeting and seeing the parents that 
attended our conferences. 
  
In November, we will continue to work on letters and sounds as well our reading 
skills.  In the stories we are reading, we are identifying the characters, setting and 
beginning, middle and end.  Continue to work with your child on these skills at home 
as you read to them and they read to you.  In Math, we will continue to work on 
writing our numbers correctly and counting as well as dif ferent positions and we will 
also begin our measurement unit with greater than and less than, which will help 
them continue growing their number sense.  Writing finds us continuing to work on 
letter formation and our writing skills of staying on topic and adding information. 
  
We would like to remind you to please check your child’s folder each night and help 
them complete their homework.  Homework packets are sent home on Monday and 
are due on Friday.  We encourage you to help your child while you encourage them to 
do the work themselves.  Also, please make sure that your student comes to school 
each day with a jacket.  It would help us if their jackets, gloves and hats are labeled 
with their name so that if they get misplaced we can get them to the right student.  If 
you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.  Have a great November! 
  
The Kindergarten Team 
Ms. Cardona, Mrs. King, Ms. Kimsey and Ms. Thomas 
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This quarter our students will focus on writing about passages we have read. They 
are excited to use their imaginations to include adjectives in their writing. We will 
also keep reinforcing what a complete sentence looks like. It should start with a 
capital letter, have finger spaces, use commas correctly, and have a period, question 
mark, or exclamation mark. 
 
Math is working to add and subtract within 20 during this quarter. We will continue 
to work with word problems as well. In Math we are pleased with the progress we 
are seeing. Please practice math facts at home to help your child grow. 
 
Homework packets have been going home every Monday and are being collected  
the following Monday.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please send us an email or give us a phone 
call. We look forward to a great November with your child. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Merwede, Ms. Chaltry, Mr. Junod, & Ms. Snow  
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Hello wonderful 2nd grade families! Wow, your kids have been working so hard since 
the beginning of the school year. We have really appreciated all the support that you 
have given your child and us. 
 
In Reading, we’ve been hard at work. We are learning to visualize what the author is 
writing about. Another important strategy we are working on is how to ask/answer 
questions while we are reading. We are learning to pull out the key details of the 
story including characters, settings, and events. In writing, we are working on being 
able write what we know about the stories we read. 
 
We have just finished Module 2 and our students sure learned tons throughout this 
module. Our math class learned concepts about measuring in centimeters.  After that, 
students worked on building on what they learned in Topic A as they continue 
learning about measurement. We used dif ferent tools (centimeter rulers, meter tapes, 
and meter sticks) to measure various objects in our classroom. Then, we learned to 
estimate length using mental benchmarks. We then learned about using dif ferent 
length units (centimeter rulers, along with paperclips, crayons, and other everyday 
objects) to measure and compare lengths. We discovered the relationship between 
unit size and measurement; for example, “Centimeters are shorter than meters, so it 
takes more centimeters than meters to measure this table.” Later, we continued to 
explore measurement as students learned to solve addition and subtraction word 
problems involving length. Last, we learned about using the ruler as a number line 
and drawing tape diagrams to compare lengths.  
 
Please make sure that you check your child’s agenda nightly. This is highly important; 
communication,  assignments and behavior are written in the agenda’s every day. 
Please sign or initial the agenda nightly to let us know that you have checked it. 
Thank you for your support in your child’s success. 
 
2nd Grade Teachers, 
Ms. Cohen, Ms. Gilkey, Ms. Gonzalez, Mr. Tetmeyer 
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Welcome to November!  We love having your child at our school. 
 

We have finished module three which was multiplication and division and have 
moved onto module four: area using multiplication. You may have noticed; third 
grade math is very multiplication heavy. Students need to have 1-10 facts mastered 
by the end of the year! We are working super hard to ensure students visualize the 
problems with our multiplication strategies – equal groups, tape diagrams, arrays 
and skip counting. You can best help your child by reviewing these strategies and 
when you quiz them, make your child prove their answer. We thank you for your 
support in all things math! 
  
Third grade reading has launched into space. Students are learning about Galileo and 
his contributions to space exploration. We are also working hard to become expert 
writers as we build on our writing skills learning in first quarter. We started the year 
by writing single paragraph essays and are getting ready to tackle a four-paragraph 
essay. Please keep practicing fluency at home by continuing to read for your reading 
log. 
 
 Third Grade Team  
 
Ms. Ginster, Ms. Rademacher, Mrs. Kapfer  Mrs. Dowell  
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We are learning so much in fourth grade. This month we worked on dividing numbers using the 
standard algorithm, with and without remainders. The students will be applying the multiplication 
and division skills they acquired in 3rd grade, and will now be learning how to divide 4 digit 
numbers by a 1 digit number. We also discussed factors and multiples, so that students can 
become more familiar with fact families of numbers. Please continue working on multiplication/ 
division facts at home since this will be crucial to your student's success in this unit. Don’t forget 
math homework is given every Monday, and is collected the following Monday. The packet 
contains 1 sheet that should be completed per night, if the student needs  help, please have the 
child ask the math teacher during breakfast in the morning. Thank you for your ongoing support! 
 
 
During the second module of the Wit and Wisdom curriculum, 4th graders will be analyzing different 
texts that have to do with extreme settings and how extreme settings affect the characters in the 
story. This module we are reading All Summer in a Day by Ray Bradbury, Mountains by Seymour 
Simon, and SAS Survival Handbook: The Ultimate Guide to Surviving Anywhere. We are also 
reading various poetry works by Robert Frost. Our class will be finding information to what makes 
a setting “extreme” and how this type of setting can change a person, or force them to adapt in 
order to survive. Some great questions to ask your child are: What do you notice and wonder about 
a region? And What do you think it is like to live there? – These questions could be asked about 
anywhere that the student can identify with. 
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In the month of November, students study the richness and complexity of the 
English Language from a humorous angle. Students will understand how language 
can convey meaning in both a literal and figurative sense. We are excited to see your 
child’s imagination come alive in writing an “exploded moment.” In the narrative 
writing, students will create a journey for Milo, a character from the novel The 
Phantom Tollbooth, encounters one of the demons from the Mountain of Ignorance. 
To support your student’s imagination please remember to have your student read 
30 minutes a day and have their reading log filled out nightly. Happy reading! 
  
In Math, fifth graders will begin unit 3 where they will be working with fractions and 
learning strategies to add and subtract fractions. Students should be working on 
their multiplication fluency at home to help them here at school.  If you would like to 
work with your student on arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division that would be a huge help throughout the year! We are 
also starting up science this month! Students will be learning about the different 
organ systems in the human body as well as in plants and animals. Toward the end of 
the month, we will switch into Earth’s landforms and natural resources. 
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It is unbelievable that November is already here!  We are increasing fluency in 
reading and math.  We are writing and exploring the sciences.  The weather has 
turned cold!  Please make sure and send your child with a jacket because we go 
outside as much as possible.  Routines are important.  Please make sure that you are 
keeping those bedtime routines in place throughout the year.   
We appreciate your ongoing support. 
  
Ann Ansardi, SSN Teacher   Ryan Sebastian, Mild/Moderate Teacher 
Joel Karr, SSN Teacher    Leigh Ann Merchant, Mild/Moderate Teacher 
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Students are learning about healthy foods and the importance of exercising 60 minutes a 

day to stay healthy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Students are learning to use art media safely and effectively to create art. 

 

 

 

 

 

Students are learning to stay on beat with the music. 

 

 

 

 

 

All grades are doing stations that consist of reading, writing, and manipulatives for 

library. 

 

 

 

 

 

Students are learning how to be computer programmers and learning how to drag and drop 

and also finding errors in certain instances.  
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Student Council has continued to thrive this year. In October, our Buddy Bench was 
installed!!! The Student Council members could not be more excited!! Many 
students and staff have already seen the positive impact it has made on our 
playground! 
We would like to thank everyone who brought us Box Tops or purchased items at our 
concessions stand during the grade level musicals. We could not have done all this 
without your support! 
  
In November, Student Council will continue to process Box Tops – so please bring 
them in! We also hope to see many second grade families at the second grade 
musical on November 13th where we will have our table of concessions – bags of 
chips and cookies for $1 each. We can’t wait to see you there! 
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We strive to keep you adequately informed about the direction of D2. Please take advantage of 
being in the know!  Here are some of the ways you can be informed: 
 

 Winter weather is upon us. Ensure your email and phone numbers are listed in Infinite 
Campus by checking with your school registrar.  This allows you to get important notices 
from your child’s campus or the District.   

 Follow the District and your child’s campus on Facebook and Twitter.  Download the 
FREE District App with over 60 languages available and turn on push notifications for 
weather alerts!  Visit the Apple app store or Google playstore: 

       
 Are you registered to vote? It’s easy to do so! Register online, update your registration or 

request a paper voter registration form through the mail by clicking here. We are so proud 
that the Harrison School District Two Zalman Center is a polling place!  
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     Upcoming Events 

Put this Calendar on your refrigerator door to help remember upcoming dates 

                                                       December 5  Kindergarten Musical 4PM 
                                             December 21 - January  7 Winter Break - No School 

          January 8  Classes Resume 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

    1 - C 2 - D 3 

     

4 5  6 - E 7 - A 8 - B 9 - C 10 

       Picture 
Retakes  

    

11 12 - D 13 - E 14 - A 15 - B 16 - C 17 

  Early Release 
2:05  

2nd Grade 
Musical 

        5:00 PM  

    
Thanksgiving 

Luncheon  

  

18 19  20  21  22  23  24 

            

25 26 - D 27 - E 28 - A   29 - B   

  Early Release 
2:05 

  

    

 

30 - C  

   

    District Closed                                                      

N No Classes                                                                          

THANKSGIVING BREAK                        

2018 
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